action potential ͉ neuroid conduction ͉ electrogenic tissues ͉ Multi Electrode Array (MEA) E lectrically excitable cells are present in many multicellular organisms, especially in brains of animals (1) . However, they are also present in lower animals such as sponges, which lack central nervous system (2) and in animals having excitable epithelia, which can conduct signals via neuroid conduction (3, 4) . Conducted electrical events may serve for translation of environmental parameters and cues, obtained via sensory systems, into biological information and processes. In plants, most cells are electrically excitable and active, releasing and propagating action potentials (APs), which may affect such central physiological processes as photosynthesis and respiration (5) . Moreover, electrical signals are believed to play a central role in intercellular and intracellular communication (6, 7) at all levels of evolution from algae (8) , to bryophytes (9) and higher plants (10) (11) (12) .
The first report describing electrical signals in plants was published over 200 years ago (13) ; after the study of BurdonSanderson (14) and Darwin (15, 16) on carnivorous plants, electricity became a very important subject of research in plants so that in the 1920s and 1930s, the analysis of the action potential in Nitella preceded that in the giant axon of the squid (17) . Since then, many researchers have made detailed analyses of the electrical activity of single cells by using microelectrodes for intracellular recordings (6) . However, such techniques cannot address integrated issues of how large assembly of cells can combine information both spatially and temporally. In fact, it is technically difficult to record from and stimulate more than 3 cells using standard intracellular microelectrodes, and those cells usually die within minutes or, rarely, hours (18) . In non-plant systems, optical techniques using voltage-sensitive dyes, although showing good spatial resolution, suffer from low signalto-noise ratio (19) .
The MEA technology has been intensively used in neuroscience for spike recording in brain slices (20) , dissociated neuronal cultures (21), retinas (22) , cardiac myocytes (23) and generally in any electrogenic animal tissues. However, it has never been used in plants. Since the first description of the MEA technology, 35 years ago by Thomas et al. (24) , the tools, materials and protocols for MEA use in cell and tissue assays have been continually improved (25) (26) (27) (28) . The MEA set-up is used as a noninvasive method for monitoring spontaneous and evoked activity as a change in the electrical potential of the intercellular space surrounding the cell at up to 60 sites in the tissue (see for example 29 for an exhaustive survey of the technique). Using longitudinal or transverse slices of the root apex of maize and an array of 60 microelectrodes ( Fig. 1 A-C) , we describe here the initiation and propagation of spontaneous and chemically-elicited electrical activity and the spatiotemporal characteristics of the electrical network of the root apex.
Results

General Characteristics of Spontaneous Activity.
We recorded electrical responses of 218 different primary roots of maize in distinct experiments conducted across 50 recording sessions. Multiple experiments can be conducted in a single recording session. An example of the responses recorded from one root apex is illustrated in Fig. 1D . As depicted in the figure, not all of the 60 microelectrodes were in contact with the root and, at a given time, not all of the regions of the root apex showed electrical activity. The possible injury of the root cells was routinely assessed at the end of each measurement using the fluorescent exclusion dye propidium iodide. The cationic dye does not cross intact membranes but it links to cell wall components, staining the contours of living root cells both before and after ( Fig. 1 E and F, respectively) the MEA recording.
Extracellularly recorded spikes are usually embedded in biological and thermal noise of Ϸ10-20 V peak-to-peak (Fig. 1G) , and they can be detected by using a threshold-based algorithm. The threshold used in the data presented here was calculated as a multiple (n ϭ 5) of the basal noise. The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, defined as the peak-to-peak voltage value of the largest recorded signal divided by the mean peak-to-peak voltage value in the absence of any spike, is a useful measure of the quality of the recording (30) . The S/N ratio on different channels and different recording sessions ranged from 6 to 15 with an average S/N ratio over all sessions of 8.7 Ϯ 1.4.
To determine the characteristics of single individual spikes, their shape, durations and amplitudes were measured in replicated trials. Fig. 1H shows a representative recording of 15 spontaneous signals detected by the MEA from a 2-day-old root of maize. The signals are aligned at their maximum negative deflections. The amplitude recorded in all of the experiments ranged approximately from 30 to 400 V. Amplitude depends very much on the distance of the electrodes from the site of generation of the signal. As a result, it is not easy to fully reconstruct the exact amplitude of a single spike (31) and the data recorded must be regarded more for their time characteristics (time of appearance and duration) than for the absolute value of the amplitude. In general, in different experiments, the duration of the detected spikes has been estimated to be Ϸ36-40 ms (Fig. S1 ). It is also worth noting that, because of noise, the duration seems to be smaller for the spikes of small amplitude. In fact, the amplitude of the tail of the smaller signals was of the same order as the noise amplitude. In particular, the duration of the spikes turned out to be proportional to their amplitude (Fig. S1 ). This linear dependence suggests that these electrical events have a fixed temporal duration determined by the physiological features of the cell membrane.
To test whether intact root tips (neither excised from the plants, nor sliced as required for MEA) exhibit electrical signals of the same nature of those recorded with the MEA, we used conventional microelectrodes inserted into cortical cells of the transition zone. The results demonstrate a spontaneous electrical activity characterized by spikes with the same shape, duration and rate of appearance (i.e., frequency), as those recorded with the MEAs (Fig. S2 A and B) .
Synchronization and Propagation of the Spikes. The electrical signals detected at any single site in the extracellular space must be regarded as the sum of contributions coming from all of the current sources in contact with each electrode and within the recording horizon of the electrode (32, 33) . In maize root, the cells under study can be considered large with respect to the electrode, and homogeneous in morphology (34) . A previous study demonstrated that a 30-m electrode covers a detection area of no more than 100 m in diameter (35) . Therefore, by using an IED (interelectrode distance) of 500 m, it is reasonable to assume that the electrical signals generated by a single root cell (diameter of 80-100 m on average) will be detected by just 1 electrode.
The spikes in the maize root apex followed a specific pattern of activity with spikes that developed spontaneously on many electrodes at the same time forming periods of synchronized activity, separated by intervals of many seconds of no activity (Fig. 2 ). This appears to be the first observation of synchronized electrical activity in plants.
To characterize the occurrence of this phenomenon, we calculated the coincidence probability between spikes trains measured at different groups of electrodes (36, 37) . In Fig. 3 , the distribution of coincidence probabilities P for different values of is shown. The highest peak at ϭ 0 is evidence of the high amount of synchronized events within the temporal bin ⌬t ϭ 18 ms, which was chosen to be smaller than the average spike duration (Ϸ40 ms) and larger than the propagation time (1.3 Ϯ 1.2 ms). Because the peak at ϭ 0 is highest in comparison with other 's, we can reasonably state that the synchronization is a well-established phenomenon in root cells. Interestingly, treating the roots with Lglutamate (1 mM) led to a strong increase in the number of synchronized events compared with those recorded in the standard solution containing just CaCl 2 (Fig. 3) . Looking at higher time resolution the electrical events grouped together in each single ''burst'' of activity revealed that the ''synchronized'' events are composed of a quite complex spatiotemporal pattern (Fig. 4) . In fact, when the data were binned at finer temporal resolution it became clear that the electrical signals did not appear on all electrodes at exactly the same time (Fig. 4 Middle and Bottom); instead some spikes occurred before others. This spatiotemporal evolution suggests the hypothesis of a center of excitation from which spikes develop and propagate across the cells, repeating the same pattern in every frame. Higher-temporal-resolution analysis of each frame allowed the visualization of a spread of the impulse across the root apex (Fig. 4 Bottom) . Both in the transversal and in the longitudinal direction the velocity of the spikes decreased with the propagation of the signal away from the center of excitation (Fig. 5) . This decrease was much more pronounced in the transversal direction.
Effects of Calcium and Glutamate. As expected, the presence of calcium was critical. In solutions deprived of calcium, we were unable to detect any signal. Increasing external calcium concentration from 3 to 5 mM caused a significant (P Ͻ 0.01) increase in the rate of appearance of the spikes (from 3.0 Ϯ 0.4 spikes per second at 3 mM to 4.4 Ϯ 0.7 spikes per second at 5 mM). The results are summarized in Table 1 . Spikes were almost totally inhibited, at any external Ca 2ϩ concentration, by incubating the root for 2 h in presence of 1 mM gadolinium, a commonly used blocker of plasma membrane Ca 2ϩ channels (Fig. 6 A and B) . The detection of signals after overnight recovery of the root (the root was gently stirred in working solution) revealed a restoration of the electrical network activity (Fig. 6C) .
Recent evidence supports the hypothesis that extracellular Lglutamate acts as a signaling molecule in plants (38) , especially in roots (39, 40) , by inducing a depolarization due, at least partially, to the passage of Ca 2ϩ across the plasma membrane (41, 42) . Genetic evidence also suggests that GLRs (Glutamate Like Receptors) are essential for organization and functioning of primary root apices (43) . Application of 0.5 mM L-glutamate to a solution containing 5 mM CaCl 2 , enhanced significantly (P Ͻ 0.001) the rate of appearance of the spikes from 4.4 Ϯ 0.7 to 9.3 Ϯ 0.4 min Ϫ1 ; the effect at higher glutamate concentrations (1 and 2 mM) was even more marked as the rates increased to 26.7 Ϯ 1.9 and 31.3 Ϯ 2.1 min Ϫ1 , respectively (Table 1) . Furthermore, the L-glutamate treatment significantly enhanced the appearance of synchronized events (Fig. 6 ) even though the rate of appearance of the spikes, after the administration of L-glutamate, was not time-steady. In fact, after a first excitatory effect lasting Ϸ5 min, the rate declined to a level close to the one measured in the presence of CaCl 2 alone (Fig. S3) . In all of the tested roots, the L-glutamate-evoked increase in activity was significantly (P Ͻ 0.001) attenuated to 0.13 Ϯ 0.07 spikes per minute (Table 1 and Fig. 6 D and E) by the receptor antagonist DNQX (incubation 2 h; DNQX 2.5 mM). Here, again it was possible to restore the electrical activity of the root after overnight recovery (Fig. 6F) Localization of Activity in the Root Apex. Because the geometry of MEA allows simultaneous recording from a root region of 5 ϫ 3 mm, each experiment provided data from a quite large area of the root apex, including meristem, transition zone, and elongation region. In each experiment performed, whatever the nature of the treatment, the most active root part was revealed to be the transition zone. This region, irrespective of whether analyzed in transverse or longitudinal sections, showed a higher electrical activity than the neighboring root apex zones ( Fig. 7 and Fig. S4 ). Moreover, a higher collective activity of groups of cells, i.e., synchronization, can be observed in the same region of the root apex (see Movie S1).
Discussion
The main insight gained in this study relates to the widespread potential for generation and conduction of spikes in the cells of a plant root apex. To investigate the complex behavior of the electrical network in the root apex we used in plants, a MultiElectrode Array approach.
Neuroid Conduction in Plants. Electrical events in plants are normally associated with an external stimulation (5, 7, 11) . In the present study we demonstrate that a great number of spontaneously generated electrical signals exist in cells of the root apex. The duration (Ϸ40 ms) and velocity of conduction up to 20 cm⅐s Ϫ1 , appear to be well in the range needed for an efficient transmission of the signals on local basis and not far from the conduction velocities detected in nerve cells of invertebrates such as hydromedusae or siphonophores (35- The plasmodemata are a possible structural pathway for the propagation of the spikes in the cells of the root apex (48) . This possibility is supported by the slower velocity of propagation of the signals traveling transversally in the root (Fig. 6) . Thus, it is well known that there are many more plasmodesmata crossing transverse walls than longitudinal walls in all of the region of the Results reported as means Ϯ SD, n ϭ 15. root apex of maize (49) . Furthermore, electrical coupling via plasmodesmata has been demonstrated in many species (50, 51) and can reasonably supposed to be a ubiquitous characteristic in the plant world.
To our knowledge, the only published article reporting electrical events spontaneously generated in roots was published by Hejnowicz et al. (52) . In their article, a basipetal propagation of the signals for short distances (1.3 mm) and with a conduction velocity of 3-9 mm⅐s Ϫ1 was reported. Consistently, in the present article spontaneous spikes appeared to be transmitted over a limited distance (Fig. 5) with decreasing velocity (Fig. 6 ). This behavior resembles strictly the one of spikes transmitted via neuroid conduction in lower animals (53, 54) . The neuroid conduction, defined as the propagation of electrical events in the membranes of non-nerve and non-muscle cells (68) , has been demonstrated in many invertebrates (es. hydrozoans and tunicate) and in the young stages of amphibians and lungfish (55) . Even in carnivorous or sensitive plants such as Dionea and Mimosa the spreading of the electrical signal has been described as neuroid conduction (56) . Based on the results of the present study, we propose that such kind of electrical transmission is a general characteristic of the root apex of plants. In fact, the characteristics of the spikes recorded fulfill all of the requirement normally associated with neuroid conduction: (i) they propagate in an all-or-none basis (ii) in non-nerve tissues (iii) going from cell to cell and, finally, (iv) decline rapidly in amplitude and velocity because of the flow of the current in all directions (compared with the 1-directional conduction of nerves).
Spatiotemporal Dynamics of the Electrical Activity. The generation of spikes showed a well definite model of action with the production of many events developing spontaneously in many electrodes at the same time, forming periods of synchronized activity, followed by periods of inactivity that can last several seconds (Fig. 3 ). This behavior is well known in cortical structures of animals where is believed to be involved in information transmission and storage (for a detailed discussion, see for example refs. 21 and 57). We are unaware of other reports of synchronization of spikes in plants. Of course, it is untimely and beyond the aim of the present work, to propose a role for synchronization in plant. However, it is tempting to speculate about the possibility that a synchronized electrical activity in roots may sometimes serve purposes such as coordination in cellular activity. In fact, membranes have often been postulated to be a central component of cellular oscillators (58) , and oscillations in membrane transport have been demonstrated to be ubiquitous in the plant kingdom (59, 60) . Interestingly, oscillations in membrane activity are almost exclusively detected in the root apex, which is also the region of the greatest electrical activity and synchronization (Fig. 7) , and only rarely in the basal root zones (61) (62) (63) .
The stimulation with glutamate greatly enhanced the degree of synchronization, as detected by applying spike coincidence analysis (Fig. 4) and was almost completely inhibited by application of DNQX. The overall performance, showing a strong analogy with animals, supports the existence in plants of genuine glutamate receptors. Twenty genes in the arabidopsis genome have been identified that encode subunits of glutamate-like receptors (GLRs) (64) . Interestingly, they are mostly expressed in roots (65) . In the complex and not yet fully understood mechanisms of Ca 2ϩ signaling, L-glutamate receptors are possible candidates for an influx pathway (66) . Many studies have been conducted in plant cells that support that idea (65, 66, 67) . In arabidopsis, L-glutamate triggers large and fast changes in cytosolic Ca 2ϩ (41, 68) . The rise in Ca 2ϩ triggered by Lglutamate is accompanied by a large, transient membrane depolarization that is due at least in part to Ca 2ϩ influx across the plasma membrane (41, 69) .
Our finding that cells in the transition zone show synchronized oscillations agrees with other data suggesting that this region of the growing root apex is some kind of sensory zone specialized for integration of diverse sensory input information that enable the growing apex to continuously monitor diverse environmental parameters and to mount appropriate adaptive output responses (70) . Importantly in this respect, root apex cells corresponding to the transition zone (84) were reported to be very effective in driving calcium waves induced by mechanical stimuli (71) . Growing roots are continuously monitoring and integrating a vast amount of information about their abiotic and biotic environment (72, 73) and are very sensitive to many factors, including hormones (74), aluminum stress (75), salinity (76) , anoxia (77) , water availability (78) and, of course, gravity. The fact that the electrical activity is mostly observed in the transition zone of the root apex, points to a possible physiological role of synchronized electrical activity in this region. A fine-tuning of the physiological and metabolic process in this very dynamic region could be controlled by such synchronized electrical activity.
Materials and Methods
The experimental methods are detail in SI Materials and Methods. Briefly, longitudinal and transversal slices from the primary root tip of maize seedlings were cut at 350-m thickness and were stored submerged for 2 h in CaCl2 5 mM (pH 6.5) at room temperature (22°C) before recording. For recording, samples were gently transferred on multielectrode array ( Fig. 1 A and B) with interelectrode distance of 500 m or 200 m and electrode diameter of 30 m (Multichannelsystems). The electrodes were coated with porous titanium nitride to minimize the impedance and to allows recording of spikes at a high signal-to-noise ratio. The array covered Ϸ80% of the meristematic and transition zone of the root apex (see Fig. 1D ). Data were acquired at a sampling rate of 20 KHz and processed by using routines written in MATLAB.
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